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Abstract—An interconnect diagnosis scheme based on the os-
cillation ring (OR) test methodology for systems-on-chip (SOC)
design with heterogeneous cores is proposed. In addition to tra-
ditional stuck-at and open faults, the OR test can also detect and
diagnose important interconnect faults such as delay faults and
crosstalk glitches. The large number of test rings in the SOC de-
sign, however, significantly complicates the interconnect diagnosis
problem. In this paper, the diagnosability of an interconnect struc-
ture is first analyzed then a fast diagnosability checking algorithm
and an efficient diagnosis ring generation algorithm are proposed.
It is shown in this paper that the generation algorithm achieves the
maximum diagnosability for any interconnect. Two optimization
techniques are also proposed, an adaptive and a concurrent diag-
nosis method, to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of inter-
connect diagnosis. Experiments on the MCNC benchmark circuits
show the effectiveness of the proposed diagnosis algorithms. In all
experiments, the method achieves 100% fault detection coverage
and the optimal interconnect diagnosis resolution.

Index Terms—Crosstalk fault, delay fault, fault diagnosis, inter-
connections, oscillation ring (OR) test scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERCONNECT delays, rather than gate delays, dominate

overall circuit performance in the nanometer era [1]–[3],

especially for systems-on-chip (SOC) designs. The SOC design

methodology has become a reality in IC industry. Integrat-

ing reusable cores from multiple sources is essential in SOC

designs, and different design-for-testability methodologies are

usually required to test different cores. In particular, the long

and parallel global interconnects incur significant delay and

crosstalk glitch faults, and thus, special interconnect detection

and diagnosis schemes are desirable.
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Interconnect test and diagnosis for various applications,

such as printed circuit board, multichip module, and systems

in package, have been studied extensively in the literature

[4]–[19]. Previous works on interconnect test, including fault

detection and diagnosis, focus mainly on traditional fault mod-

els, including stuck-at and bridging faults. Those diagnosis al-

gorithms include counting sequence, walking-0 and walking-1

sequence, maximal independent test set [4]–[12], etc. An

efficient way to apply these tests is to exploit the boundary-

scan architecture [13], [14]. Many diagnosis algorithms pre-

sented in previous works focus mainly on special interconnect

structures, especially for bus-oriented systems [15], sparsely

interconnected systems [16], or field programmable gate array

(FPGA) designs [17]–[19]. The diagnosis of wire delay and

crosstalk faults, often considered the most important segments

of interconnect diagnosis, has attracted increasing attention

since the process technology enters the deep submicrometer

era. Much work has been done in these areas, including the

development of fault models, test generation algorithms, and

test methodology for delay tests [14] and built-in self test

(BIST) schemes for crosstalk faults [20]–[22].

Oscillation ring (OR)-based test is an efficient and effective

method to detect faults in a circuit or a device [23], [24]. An

OR is a closed loop with an odd number of signal inversions.

Once the ring is constructed, oscillation signal appears on the

ring. For a circuit with faults, some rings will not oscillate

correctly. Once a set of oscillation tests has been conducted,

we can locate some or all of the faults according to the test

outcome [25]. Whether each fault can be correctly identified

or diagnosed depends on the interconnect structure and the test

rings applied. The advantage of applying OR-based diagnosis

for the interconnect structure [25] is that, in addition to func-

tional faults like stuck-at and open faults, it is also capable of

identifying delay and crosstalk glitch faults, which are the main

sources for the loss of signal integrity [20]–[22]. Therefore,

the OR-based technique is an ideal approach to interconnect

diagnosis.

In this paper, we propose an OR-based scheme to diagnose

interconnect faults for SOC designs. Unlike previous works,

our scheme has the following features: 1) It is applicable to

the general interconnect structure; 2) it is compatible with the

IEEE standard 1500 core test standard for SOC [26]–[28] by

providing enhanced IEEE standard 1500-compliant wrapper

designs; and 3) in addition to traditional fault models (stuck-

at and open faults), delay and crosstalk glitch faults can also be

handled with this approach.

0278-0070/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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The major challenge for diagnosis is the large number of test

rings to be processed, as the number of rings can be exponential

to the number of nets and usually very large in an SOC.

Therefore, it is very time consuming and often impossible to

find out a minimum set of test rings to achieve the maximal di-

agnosability. We propose an efficient ring generation algorithm

for OR-test-based interconnect diagnosis. We summarize our

main contributions as follows.

1) We give a theoretic analysis of the diagnosability for

any general interconnect structure and propose a fast

diagnosability checking algorithm, which greatly reduces

the time complexity.

2) We propose an efficient ring generation algorithm for

interconnect diagnosis, and the goal of this algorithm is to

minimize the number of required test rings. It exploits the

fast diagnosability check to accelerate the ring generation

process.

3) We propose two optimization techniques to further im-

prove the test time: 1) An adaptive diagnosis method

dynamically applies the next test diagnosis ring according

to the result of the previous test, and it reduces the test

time by 1.54X–2.67X compared to the predetermined

diagnosis method. 2) A concurrent diagnosis method,

in which multiple compatible rings are applied simul-

taneously, improves test effectiveness by up to 9.66%.

In particular, neither of the two techniques incurs any

hardware overhead.

Experiments on the Microelectronics Center for North

Carolina (MCNC) benchmark circuits show the effectiveness

of the proposed diagnosis algorithm. In all experiments, our

method achieves 100% fault coverage and the optimal diagnosis

resolution. Here, the diagnosis resolution is defined as the

maximum number of nets with the same syndrome under a

given set of test diagnosis rings and the single-fault assumption,

and the optimal diagnosis resolution is defined as a test that can

diagnose all interconnects and the maximum number is one.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II presents some preliminary information on the OR-

test scheme for the interconnect detection and diagnosis and

gives the problem formulation for the problem addressed in

this paper. In Section III, we first analyze the diagnosability

of an interconnect structure and then present an algorithm

for quick diagnosability check. A theoretical analysis of the

lower and upper bounds for the interconnect detection and

diagnosis test scheme is also given. Section IV presents an

efficient integrated interconnect diagnosis algorithm that in-

cludes both a fast diagnosability check heuristic and a diagnosis

ring generation algorithm. Section V presents two optimization

mechanisms for interconnect diagnosis. Experimental results

are reported in Section VI, and finally, a brief conclusion is

given in Section VII.

II. OR FOR INTERCONNECT TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS

In this section, we give some preliminary knowledge of

the OR-test scheme for interconnect test, including the global

test structure, basic test operations, the frequency measurement

Fig. 1. Test architecture for wire delay and crosstalk detection and wire delay
measurement.

formula, modified wrapper cell designs, and the interconnect

model for diagnosis. In the last part, we give the motivation of

this research and formally formulate the problem.

A. OR-Test Architecture

In this section, we discuss the interconnect OR test (IORT)

for SOC interconnects [25]. Fig. 1 illustrates the global counter-

based test architecture for both wire delay and crosstalk glitch

detection for SOC IC interconnects. This test architecture im-

plements the IEEE standard 1500-compliant core test standard.

In IEEE standard 1500, each input/output pin of a core is

attached with a wrapper cell, and a centralized test access

mechanism (TAM) is provided to coordinate all test processes.

In addition to the normal input/output connections, all wrapper

cells in a core can also be connected with a shift register,

usually referred to as a scan path, to facilitate test access. An

enhanced wrapper cell design has been proposed to provide

extra connections and inversion control so that the ORs can

be constructed through the wires and the boundary-scan paths

in cores [25]. For example, the OR-test architecture shown in

Fig. 1 is consist of one OR and two neighboring nets, and the

scan paths in cores C1, C2, C3, and C4 are part of the OR.

The target fault models of this test architecture are stuck-at,

open, wire delay, and crosstalk glitch faults. In addition to fault

detection, measuring the wire delay fault can also be achieved.

If an OR fails to oscillate, there exists stuck-at or open fault(s)

in the components of the OR. The period of the oscillation

signal is measured by using a delay counter in a core to test wire

delay faults, and a similar scheme is also applied for crosstalk

glitch detection.

A local counter is included in each core, and a central counter

is in the TAM of an SOC. The central counter in the TAM

is enabled by the signal OscTest and triggered by the system

clock. A local counter is connected to one wrapper cell in each

core; however, it can be accessed by every wrapper cell through

the wrapper cell chain. When an OR passes a core, an internal
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Fig. 2. Enhanced wrapper cells with forced inversion: (a) input and (b) output.

scan path is formed to connect the oscillation signal to the local

counter. For example, consider core C1, which is passed by the

OR in Fig. 1. The oscillation signal is fed to the local counter

through a series of modified wrapper cells. When an oscillation

test session starts (OscTest = 1), the TAM enables its own

central counter as well as all local counters in the cores. After

the central counter in the TAM counts to a specific number n,

the oscillation test session terminates, and all local counters

are disabled (OscTest = 0). Then, all the local counter contents

can then be scanned out to automatic test equipment (ATE) for

inspection.

Assume that m ORs are tested. Let the frequency of the

system clock be f and the delay counter contents of the rings

be n1, n2, . . . , nm, respectively. An estimation of the ith ring’s

oscillation frequency fi can be approximated by

fi = f × ni/n. (1)

Since the frequency of each ring is predetermined during the

design phase, a wire delay fault is detected and measured by

inspecting the contents of the delay counters.

Let the oscillation frequency of the rings, according to

the timing specification, be fmin ≤ fi ≤ fmax, with the unit

of measuring T0(= n/f). Thus, we have nmin ≤ ni ≤ nmax,

where nmin = fmin × T0 and nmax = fmax × T0. Let ξ be

the resolution of delay measurement and ε be the maximum

measurement error. Since a counter’s maximum measurement

error is ±1, the requirement for ε should be the reciprocal of

fmin and T0.

ε =
1

fmin × T0
≤ ζ. (2)

An example for delay measurement is given as follows. Let

the frequency specification of the ORs be 4–400 MHz and ξ
be 0.001, implying the counter content nmin is at least 1000.

From (2), we have the required T0 to be 250 µs. This example

illustrates the feasibility of the oscillation test scheme from

a measurement prospect, and this frequency specification is

actually compliant with ATE specifications.

In order to detect the crosstalk glitch in Fig. 1, consider wire

b1 and b2 in Fig. 1, and assume that there is a coupling crosstalk

effect between victim nets b1 (or b2) and the aggressor nets a1

(or a2) of the OR. Interconnects (b1 and b2) adjacent to an OR

are affected by the oscillation signal if there is an excessive

coupling capacitance between these two lines (a1 and b1, and

a2 and b2) [29]. When the oscillation signal occurs, crosstalk-

induced glitches appear on the victim nets b1 and b2. Similar

to the case for wire delay detection, the glitches on net b1(b2)
are sent to local counters in core C4(C3) through a series of

modified wrapper cells. Since there is an inverter per modified

wrapper cell in the OR-test mode, the induced glitches are

amplified when the glitches pass through the wrapper cells, and

the amplified glitches are used to trigger the local counters in

core C3 and C4 for glitch detection and diagnosis.

B. Enhanced IEEE Standard 1500-Compliant

Wrapper Cell Design

An OR for interconnect testing is consist of interconnect

wires and parts of the scan path in each core where the ring

passes. Therefore, an IEEE standard 1500-compliant wrapper

cell must provide necessary paths between input/output ports

and scan in/out ports. If an oscillation test is used to test

wires attached to/from pads, an IEEE standard 1500-compliant

boundary-scan cell also has to be modified in a similar way in

order to facilitate the scheme. In this section, we present the

enhanced wrapper cell designs.

A normal wrapper cell provides two types of paths: a scan

path connecting all wrapper cells into a shift register and

an interface buffering between the internal core and the wire

connected to the pin. Whenever an oscillation test is applied, a

third combination path must be provided. For an input pin, the

wrapper cell must connect the pin input (IN) to the scan output

(SO); while for an output pin, it should connect scan in (SI) to

pin output (OUT) during an oscillation test session.

The enhanced wrapper cell design is shown in Fig. 2 for the

input and output cells. In each cell, two multiplexers (MUXs)

are added for path selection. For an input wrapper cell, the

extra paths are SI → SO and IN → SO; while for an output

wrapper cell, the extra paths are SI → SO and SI → OUT. The

added inverting and noninverting buffers are used to generate

oscillation signals for the OR test; however, in an input wrapper

cell, only one type of buffer is provided due to the limited

control signals. We assume that an inverter is used in an input

cell. Two control signals are needed in each enhanced wrapper:

signal OscTest is a global control signal, while signal sel is only

used in the input wrapper cell and signal inv is only used in

the output wrapper cell to ensure the odd parity of each ring.

Signals sel and inv are set individually and scanned into the

wrapper cells before an OR-test session starts.
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Fig. 3. Sample SOC circuit. (a) Hypergraph and four hypernets in interconnect structure. (b) Labeling all net segments or edges.

C. Interconnect Graph Models

In this section, we describe the graph model for interconnect

diagnosis and the notations that will be used in the following

sections.

An SOC circuit example consisting of three cores (C1, C2,

and C3) and four nets (n1, n2, n3, and n4) is illustrated in

Fig. 3(a). In an OR-based interconnect test scheme, one must

construct rings to cover all wires and ensure that there is an odd

number of signal inversions on every ring. In order to form the

rings and generate oscillation signals, the wrapper cells need to

be modified to provide extra paths and inversion control. The

OR test can detect and diagnose stuck-at and open crosstalk

glitch faults on nets, while wire delay faults can be measured

with the help of simple built-in test architectures, as shown

in Fig. 1.

For example, there are three rings in Fig. 3. The first ring

consists of nets n1 (and its right-hand side branch), n2, and n3,

and it passes all three cores. The second ring consists of n1

(and its left-hand side branch) and n3, and scan paths in C1 and

C3. The third ring consists of nets n1 (and its right-hand side

branch) and n4, and scan paths in C1 and C2.

Since the internal scan paths can be separately tested and di-

agnosed, we shall assume that they are fault free. The diagnosis

problem is restricted to interconnect wires among modules in

this paper. The goal for interconnect diagnosis is to diagnose

any single fault for each net segment to achieve the optimal

diagnosis resolution. For diagnosis purposes, all wire segments

of a net are different since they may be passed by different rings.

Therefore, we shall assign distinct labels to them. For example,

in Fig. 3(b), the seven net segments are labeled as edges e1–e7,

and our goal is to diagnose any single fault on every edge or net

segment to achieve the optimal diagnosis resolution.

To perform the interconnect test for detection or diagnosis

with an OR, we must find rings to cover all nets to be tested. In

order to simplify the interconnect diagnosis problem, we model

the SOC circuit by a hypergraph, and model interconnects by a

hypernet in Fig. 4.

Definition 1: A hypergraph H = (V,L) consists of a vertex

set V and an edge set L. An edge set L is consist of multitermi-

nal edges connecting a set of vertices Vi ⊆ V , |Vi| ≥ 2. Such

an edge is referred to as a hypernet.

For example, n1 in Fig. 3 is a hypernet connecting three

terminals (pins). Furthermore, we assume that, in an n-

terminal hypernet, one terminal is the source node (i.e., sending

Fig. 4. (a) Hypernet. (b) Corresponding interconnect diagnosis graph model.

signal) while the others n− 1 are the sink nodes (i.e., receiving

signals).

In Fig. 3, the circuit structure of an SOC can be directly

transformed into a hypergraph, and each pin is a vertex, while

each signal net is a hypernet. However, this graph model is not

good enough for diagnosis, since different parts of the same net

(i.e., different net segments) affect different rings. Consider the

five-terminal hypernet shown in Fig. 4(a), divided into seven

net segments e1–e7. If edge e1 is faulty, all four rings will not

oscillate correctly. A faulty e2 affects rings 1 and 2, a faulty

e3 affects rings 3 and 4, and faults on edges e4, e5, e6, and e7

affect rings 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. For diagnosis purposes,

all these seven segments are different.

From the previous discussion, the hypernet cannot be used

for diagnosis. Therefore, we transform an interconnect structure

into an interconnect diagnosis graph model as follows. The

scan path and wrapper cells in a core are lumped into a single

terminal node, as we assume that they are fault-free. The fan-

out points of a hypernet form dummy intermediate nodes, and

a net segment connecting two nodes is modeled as an edge.

For example, the graph model for the hypernet in Fig. 4(a)

is transformed into an interconnect diagnosis graph model in

Fig. 4(b), where the white node is a terminal node and gray

nodes are intermediate nodes. An edge is the smallest unit of

net segments that can be uniquely diagnosed. For diagnosis

observation, any stem edge affects all its downstream nodes and

edges in Fig. 4(b).

Definition 2: A directed graph G = (V,E) consists of a

vertex set V and an edge set E, and each edge in E is an ordered

pair (u, v), where u, v ∈ V .

The interconnect structure in an SOC circuit can thus be

transformed into a graph G, and the vertex set includes all cores

(terminal nodes) and fan-out nodes (intermediate nodes). A ring
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Fig. 5. Interconnect diagnosis for n-bus structure.

r is a subgraph r ⊆ G such that all the edges in r form a cycle.

Since our goal is to diagnose the interconnect structure, we shall

concern only the edges in the following discussion. Thus, a ring

can be treated as a set of edges.

D. Problem Formulation

The goal of this paper is to find a set of test rings that

achieve the optimal diagnosis resolution in the shortest time.

To achieve this goal, we need to find a minimum number of

diagnosis rings so that all faults can be correctly identified. The

main difficulty, however, lies in the high complexity with the

huge problem size. An SOC circuit usually contains a large

number of interconnect wires, and the possible number of rings

is likely to be exponential to the number of nets, although the

exact number of rings depends on the interconnect structure.

Consider the simple example, as shown in Fig. 5, in which m
cores are connected by a bus of width n, denoted by n-bus. For

simplicity, we shall assume that each core is passed by a ring

only once. For example, the ring shown in Fig. 5 is of length 2.

In general, given an n-bus and a set of i modules, there are

different ways to connect these modules into a ring of length i.
Therefore, the total number of all possible rings in this system

of m cores and an n-bus is

min(m,n)∑

i=2

Cm
i Cn

i .

Obviously, this number is at least exponential to min(m,n),
and, thus, it is computationally intractable to search all possible

rings and find a minimum subset of them for complete fault

diagnosis. Even if we restrict the problem of the diagnosis

check to a given set of rings, a brute-force exact algorithm

is still very expensive. Therefore, it is desirable to find an

efficient algorithm to achieve the optimal diagnosis resolution

with a small number of test rings. The problem can be formally

formulated as follows. We aim to develop an algorithm to find:

1) a small set of detection rings for 100% fault detection (IORT)

and 2) an extra set of diagnosis rings for the optimal diagnosis

resolution [interconnect OR diagnosis (IORD)]. Alternatively,

if the optimal diagnosis resolution is not necessary, the algo-

rithm should find the smallest set of test rings corresponding to

the required resolution.

As defined earlier, a ring is a set of net segments forming

a closed loop. However, the following constraints must be

satisfied when a ring is generated.

1) Hypernet Constraint: If two edges ei and ej belong to

the same hypernet and ei is neither a downstream nor

an upstream edge of ej , they cannot belong to the same

ring. In other words, if two edges ei and ej belong to the

same ring, ei is either a downstream or an upstream of ej

(see Fig. 4).

2) Frequency (Period) Constraint: Let the wire delay of an

edge e be d(e) and the delay of a wrapper cell w under

an oscillation test be d(w). The wire delay of an edge in

a ring r can be detected if the following condition holds:

1/fmax ≤
∑

e∈r

d(e) +
∑

w∈r

d(w) ≤ 1/fmin.

3) Core constraint: Let the total number of cores be m and

the number of rings constructed at the same time in a

test session T be |T |. We need at least one counter for

each ring to measure whether the oscillation frequency is

correct; therefore, at least |T | local counters are required

in this session for delay measurement. Let the number

of crosstalk fault detectable in this session be nxtalk(T ).
Since each target crosstalk fault must be checked by a

local counter and each module is assumed to contain

one local counter, the following condition holds: |T | +
nxtalk(T ) ≤ m.

Since the number of rings is usually too large to be checked

exhaustively, it is difficult to find the minimum set of rings for

fault detection and diagnosis. In order to handle the problem

efficiently, we shall develop fast algorithms for diagnosability

check and ring generation. In the remaining part of this paper,

we discuss conditions that can facilitate diagnosability check

for the given rings in Section III, and the ring generation

algorithm is presented in Section IV. The test application time

can be optimized further by applying tests concurrently or

adaptively, and these techniques will be explored in Section V.

III. INTERCONNECT DIAGNOSABILITY

In this section, we analyze interconnect diagnosability.

We provide some diagnosability conditions for net segments

(edges). With such conditions, we develop an algorithm for

fast diagnosability check. We also derive the lower and up-

per bounds for the interconnect detection and diagnosis test

scheme.

A. Diagnosability Analysis

Given a circuit consisting of n edges E = {e1, e2, . . . , en}
and a set of m ORs R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm}, once a ring is

constructed, the test outcome is either “pass” (P) or “fail” (F).

When an edge ei is faulty, the test outcome of applying the m
rings is said to be the syndrome of a faulty ei.

Definition 3: A fault on edge ei and a fault on edge ej are

distinguishable under the test set R if the syndrome of faulty ei

and faulty ej are different.

Definition 4: An edge is said to be single-fault diagnosable

under the test set R if a fault on the edge can be correctly iden-

tified, given that there is at most one fault in the interconnect

structure.

Edge ei is single-fault diagnosable if and only if its syndrome

is different from all the other edges’ syndromes. The diagnos-

ability problem is to determine whether edge ei is single-fault

diagnosable under the test set R. Assume that edge ei belongs
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Fig. 6. Interconnect diagnosis graph example.

to a set of l different rings Ri = {r|r ∈ R, ei ∈ r}. In other

words, Ri is a subset of R with cardinality l (|Ri| = l). Let

Ei =
⋂

r∈Ri
r be the set of edges appearing in all rings of Ri,

obviously, ei ∈ Ei. An example is illustrated in Fig. 6, where ei

belongs to four different rings Ri = {r1, r2, r3, r4}, and thus,

|Ri| = 4. Ei = r1 ∩ r2 ∩ r3 ∩ r4 = {ei, ej , ek} contains edges

appearing in all rings in Ri.

Lemma 1: A fault on edge ei and a fault on edge ej are

distinguishable under the test set .

Proof: ⇐ The fact Ri �= Rj implies that there exists a ring

r such that either: 1) r ∈ Ri ∧ r �∈ Rj or 2) r ∈ Rj ∧ r �∈ Ri.

Thus, the syndromes of faulty ei and faulty ej are different.

⇒ When Ri = Rj , both faulty ei and faulty ej fail the same

set of rings, and thus, they have the same syndrome. �

Theorem 2: Edge ei is single-fault diagnosable ⇔ Ri �= Rj

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n and j �= i.
The correctness of Theorem 2 follows the result of Lemma 1.

It takes O(n2m) time to verify Theorem 2 (where n is the

number of nodes and m is the number of edges) since each

pair of edges have to be compared. In order to reduce the com-

plexity for diagnosability check, the following theorems can

be used.

Theorem 3: Edge ei is single-fault diagnosable if |Ei| = 1.

Proof: Assume that edge ei is not single-fault diagnos-

able. From Theorem 2, there must exist an edge ej , such that

j �= i and Ri = Rj . Therefore, both ei and ej belong to Ei and

thus |Ei| > 1.

The application of Theorem 3 can greatly reduce the time

complexity for the diagnosability check of an edge if the edge

is single-fault diagnosable. However, the reverse of Theorem 3

is not true, since |Ei| = 1 is only a sufficient condition for

single-fault diagnosability.

Note that, when the sufficient condition given in Theorem 3

is true, we must have l ≥ 2. When Ri has only one ring (i.e.,

l = 1), Ei is the set of all edges in this ring. Since a ring is

consist of at least two edges, |Ei| must be greater than one.

When the intersection of l rings is consist of multiple edges,

it is still possible to diagnose the faults as outlined in the

following theorem.

Theorem 4: Let R′
i be any nonempty subset of Ri for an

edge ei and E ′
i =

⋂
r∈R′

i

r. Edge ei is single-fault diagnosable

⇔ ∀ek ∈ E ′
i − {ei}, and ei and ek are distinguishable.

Proof: ⇐ When at least one ring in R′
i oscillates correctly,

ei must be fault-free. On the other hand, when no rings in R′
i os-

cillate correctly, at least one edge in E ′
i is faulty. Since all edges

in E ′
i − {ei} are distinguishable from ei, we know whether ei

is faulty. Therefore, ei is also single-fault diagnosable.

⇒ Assume that there is an ek ∈ E ′
i − {ei} and ek is not

distinguishable from ei. When every ring in R′
i fails, it may

be attributed to either ek or ei. Thus, ei is not single-fault

diagnosable. �

Theorem 4 shows that not all rings in Ri are necessary to

diagnose ei, and a subset R′
i is informative enough if and only

if ei is distinguishable with other edges in E ′
i. The following

corollary is a natural extension of Theorem 4.

Corollary 5: Let R′
i be any nonempty subset of Ri for an

edge ei and E ′
i =

⋂
r∈R′

i

r. If for each ek ∈ E ′
i − {ei}, ek

is single-fault diagnosable, then edge ei is also single-fault

diagnosable.

An example for the above definitions, theorems, and corollar-

ies is shown in Fig. 6. Let the edge under consideration be ei;

then, Ri = {r1, r2, r3, r4}, and Ei = {ei, ej , ek}. Since R′
i can

be any nonempty subset of Ri, we may choose R′
i = {r2, r3},

and thus, E′
i = {ei, ej , ek}. It is not necessary to have both

ej and ek diagnosable to make ei diagnosable. For example,

let faults on ej and ek be indistinguishable; if a fault on ei is

distinguishable with {ej , ek}, then ei is diagnosable according

to Theorem 4.

Note that the above analysis applies to all types of faults

except crosstalk glitches since they can be located directly from

the test results of each ring. For example, consider the example

shown in Fig. 1. If there are detectable glitches due to the

crosstalk fault between wires a (a1 or a2) and b (b1 or b2), they

will be observable through the counter in core C3 and C4, and

hence, the fault is located.

B. Heuristic Diagnosability Check

In order to accelerate the process of diagnosability analysis,

we propose a heuristic for diagnosability check in this section

based on the definitions, lemmas, corollaries, and theorems

developed in the previous theoretical analysis framework in

Section III-A.

Consider two edges ei and ej . According to Lemma 1,

faults on these two edges are distinguishable if |Ri| �= |Rj |.
Conversely, if faults on ei and ej and are indistinguishable,

then we must have |Ri| = |Rj |. Thus, as the first step, we sort

and partition all edges according to the number of rings passing

them (i.e., |Ri| for edge ei). Edges ei and ej are put into the

same group when |Ri| = |Rj |. Obviously, faults on two edges

will be distinguishable if the two edges are in two different

groups. Therefore, we only need to check whether the fault on

an edge is distinguishable from faults on the edges that are in

the same group as the target edge. The diagnosability analysis

should start with the group with the highest |Ri|. For example,

in Fig. 6, ej and ek are in the same group as |Rj | = |Rk| = 5,

distinguishable from |Ri| = 4.

The second heuristic is to apply Theorem 3 first to check

the diagnosability of an edge since it is much easier. Since

the condition of Theorem 3 |Ei| = 1 is only sufficient but not

necessary to guarantee that ei be single-fault diagnosable, it is

still possible that ei is single-fault diagnosable when |Ei| �= 1.
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Fig. 7. Flow chart of heuristic for diagnosability checking.

Fig. 8. Diagnosability example for Fig. 3(b).

In this case, we need to compare Ri with Rj for each ej in the

same group as ei.

To avoid the aforementioned problem, a third heuristic is

used. The most likely reason for diagnosable ei with |Ei| �= 1
is that there exists an ej such that Rj ⊃ Ri. When the edge ej

has been checked and removed from the checklist before edge

ei is processed, we shall not run into this problem. To further

simplify the diagnosability check, whenever edge ei is found

to be single-fault diagnosable, it should be removed from all

rings in Ri, as suggested by Corollary 5. The flowchart of the

diagnosis checking heuristic is shown in Fig. 7.

Finally, when two faults are indistinguishable, they should

be collapsed into the same equivalent class so as not to be

compared twice.

The interconnect diagnosis heuristic algorithm is illustrated

as follows. Consider the graph shown in Fig. 8, which is

the graph model for Fig. 3(b). There are three rings in the

Fig. 9. Matrices for heuristic diagnosability checking.

figure: r1 = {e1, e2, e3, e6} (ordered by e1, e6, e2, and e3),

r2 = {e1, e3, e5}, and r3 = {e1, e4, e6}.

A straightforward way to represent the diagnosability infor-

mation is to use a matrix. The matrix representation for the

example of Fig. 8 is illustrated in Fig. 9(a), where each column

represents an edge and each row represents a ring. The entry

(i, j) is “1” if ring i contains edge j. Note that the edges are

sorted and partitioned into three groups that are separated by

the dashed line. The first group consists of the edge e1, which

is contained in all three rings (i.e., |R1| = 3). The second group

consists of edges e3 and e6, with each of them being contained

in two rings (i.e., |R3| = |R6| = 2). The third group consists of

the remaining three edges, with each of them being contained

in only one ring (i.e., |R2| = |R4| = |R5| = 1).

The syndrome of e3 = {110} indicates that the test results of

r1 and r2 are incorrect and r3 is correct when e3 is faulty; the

syndrome of e6 = {101} indicates that r1 and r3 are incorrect

and r2 is correct when e6 is faulty. The diagnosability analysis

is applied to the groups in the nonincreasing order of |Ri|.
We start with the group with |Ri| = 3 (i.e., {e1}), followed by

the group with |Ri| = 2({e3, e6}), and finally the group with

|Ri| = 1({e2, e4, e5}).
The diagnosability checking proceeds as follows. First, since

the first group contains only one edge and the syndrome of

e1 = {111}, e1 is single-fault diagnosable. Then, we check

edges in the next group e3 and e6. Edge e3 is contained in

rings r1 and r2, and the intersection of these two rings is

{e1, e3}. Since edge e1 is diagnosable, edge e3 is single-fault

diagnosable according to Corollary 5. Similarly, edge e6 is also

diagnosable for the same reason.

Edges e3 and e6 are then marked and removed from the rings,

as shown in Fig. 9(b). The reason is that they are already known

to be diagnosable, which means they can be distinguished with

any other faults. As a result, they do not need to be considered in

the following process. There is only one edge remained in each

ring, and thus, edges e2, e4, and e5 are single-fault diagnosable,

again due to Corollary 5.

C. Number of Tests

In this section, we analyze the lower and upper bounds on the

test time or the number of tests in terms of the number of rings

for our IORT scheme and IORD scheme.

The test time required for both detection and diagnosis is

proportional to the number of rings. Therefore, it is important

to minimize the number of rings required for either detection

or diagnosis. In general, it requires more tests for fault location

than fault detection.
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For the IORT scheme, in an n-edge system, the lower bound

on fault detection test is one if all the edges form a single large

ring. This lower bound, however, is usually not achievable. A

more realistic bound on fault detection tests is obtained by

considering the pin order in cores. Thus, a smaller number

of rings may be achievable through pin reordering. The upper

bound of fault detection is n.

For the IORD scheme, to estimate the minimum number of

tests required for diagnosis, we shall examine the theorems

given in the previous section. In order to ensure that an edge

is single-fault diagnosable regardless of other edges, it must

belong to at least two rings, and it is the only common shared

edge of these two or more rings, according to Theorem 3.

A minimum set of rings satisfying this condition consists of

⌊n/2⌋ distinct two-edge rings for the set of n edges. An

illustrative example of this situation is shown in Figs. 8 and 9,

for which edges e1 is single-fault diagnosable for |R1| = 3, e3

and e6 are diagnosable according to Theorem 3, and all the

other edges are diagnosable according to Corollary 5.

Another interesting special case is the bidirectional bus. The

bus lines in an n-bus (not including wires connecting cores to

bus lines) can be diagnosed with n− 1 rings, where a ring is

constructed for every pair of adjacent nets. It can be verified

that the internal n− 2 lines are diagnosable due to Theorem 3,

while the other two nets are diagnosable due to Corollary 5.

For a random interconnect structure, the number of diagnos-

tic rings may be difficult to find. We estimate the number of

rings required for diagnosis as follows. Let the number of rings

required for fault detection be |Rt|. In the worst case, we need

a new ring for each edge to satisfy Theorem 3, a total of m
edges. Therefore, |Rd| = |Rt| + m predetermined rings should

be enough for fault diagnosis if such rings exist. In general,

if we can find a distinct ring for each net segment, we should

be able to diagnose all net segments with m rings. These m
rings are the extra test rings (or the number of tests) to achieve

the optimal diagnosis resolution for each net segment (i.e., total

|Rd|), in addition to the original test time for the interconnect

detection scheme (|Rt|). We will show the details on how to get

|Rd| and |Rt| in the following interconnect diagnosis algorithm

in Section IV.

Also, we will show that the adaptive diagnosis can further

reduce the number of tests from the predetermined approach

of linear complexity to logarithmic complexity for a relatively

balanced adaptive approach to be presented in Section V.

IV. INTERCONNECT DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM

In this section, we integrate the fast diagnosability check

heuristic developed in Section III and develop an efficient di-

agnosis ring generation algorithm. Before formally introducing

our integrated IORD algorithm, we define important notations

in the next paragraphs.

In order to uniquely identify the faulty net segment, we

need to ensure the maximum diagnosability. The metric for

interconnect diagnosability is the diagnosis resolution. The

diagnosis resolution is defined as the maximum number of nets

with the same syndrome under a given set of test rings. A

higher resolution implies a smaller number of edges in each

Fig. 10. Ring generation for interconnect fault detection algorithm (IORT).

indistinguishable set. In general, we need more rings to achieve

a higher level of diagnosis resolution. Our target is to diag-

nose every fault on every net segment, defined as the optimal

diagnosis resolution.

We propose a heuristic to find a small set of rings for single-

fault diagnosis. The SOC under test is modeled as a hypergraph

H . This graph is then transformed into graph G = (V ′, E), as

outlined in Section II-D. The vertex set V ′ is consist of cores

and fan-out points (intermediate nodes). The edge set E is

consist of net segments partitioned from the original hypernets,

as explained in Fig. 4(b). Our goal is to generate a predeter-

mined set of rings to diagnose all edges in E.

Since we need to detect the interconnect structure before di-

agnosis, the set of fault-detection test rings Rt should be applied

first. In order to find Rt, we propose a heuristic algorithm to

find a minimum set of rings that cover all two-pin nets under

test. The algorithm is a modified depth-first search and works as

follows. The SOC under test is first modeled as a hypergraph H
and then transformed into graph G = (V ′, E) with two-pin nets

only. We generate a ring containing a two-pin net (u, v) ∈ E by

starting from vertex v, an input pin. Then, we try to find an out-

put pin w that locates in the same core as v, and w is connected

to a two-pin net that is not yet covered by any other ring. If no

such unvisited two-pin net (w, x) exists, we just select the first

available output net from any available set of output pins. This

process is repeated until a ring is found. The procedure then

goes over again until all two-pin nets are covered.

The above heuristic works as follows. Whenever we start

looking for a new ring, we explore the paths containing two-

pin nets that are not yet covered. In this way, each new ring

may cover as many other uncovered nets as possible. After all

rings having been generated, a simple reverse order simulation

is conducted to remove redundant rings. A net is OR testable if

there exists at least one ring containing this net. The algorithm

is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 11. Ring generation for interconnect fault diagnosis algorithm (IORD).

Fig. 12. Diagnosis ring generation procedure.

Our goal for the interconnect diagnosis is to find a small set

of rings Rd that can uniquely identify the faulty edge or net

segment if it exists. The set Rd is obtained by augmenting Rt as

follows. We first apply the diagnosability checking techniques

discussed in Section III to Rt to find out the net segments

that are not diagnosable. For an edge e that is not single-fault

diagnosable, we try to find a new ring passing it without going

through the edges that are indistinguishable to e. If such a ring

exists, it will be included in Rd. The diagnosability checking

should be conducted for each added ring so that other edges

that become diagnosable with the new ring will be found.

In this algorithm, we can achieve the highest diagnosis

resolution when every net segment is diagnosable under Rd.

With the reduced diagnosis resolution, the number of diagnosis

rings can be reduced accordingly. Thus, this algorithm can

be adjusted to the required diagnosis resolution to reduce the

number of diagnostic rings. The algorithm for the generation of

diagnosis rings is given in Fig. 11.

The flowchart illustrating the process of diagnosis ring gen-

eration is given in Fig. 12.

Fig. 13. Scan chain constraint.

Fig. 14. (a) Conflict graph. (b) Graph coloring.

V. OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR

INTERCONNECT DIAGNOSIS

The overall test and diagnosis time is determined by the

number of test rings as well as how these rings are applied.

In this section, we propose two optimization techniques for

test time reduction: a concurrent test scheme and an adaptive

diagnosis method.

A. Concurrent Tests

Multiple ORs can be applied simultaneously as long as they

do not interfere with each other. Two rings cannot be applied

concurrently if they share some net segment or they go through

the same scan path in a core. The condition is illustrated in

Fig. 13 for scan path conflict. Assume that two rings with

no common net segments pass the same core. The first ring

contains edges e1 and e3, while the second ring includes edges

e2 and e4. Although these two rings do not share common net

segments, they cannot be applied at the same time due to the

same scan path they go through.

In order to achieve the maximum concurrence or parallelism

test, we model all the constraints by a conflict graph [25], as

shown in Fig. 14(a). Each ring is represented by a node, and

two nodes are connected by an edge if they interfere with

each other for a scan-path constraint in Fig. 13 or a common-

edge constraint. The problem of finding the maximum con-

currence tests can thus be reduced to the well-known graph

coloring problem [30], as shown in Fig. 14(b). Those rings/

nodes colored with the same color can be tested concurrently,

e.g., r3 and r4 in Fig. 14(b), and we need at least three colors

for the four nodes of Fig. 14. The coloring problem in the

general graph has known to be NP-complete. (Nevertheless,

in our experiment, we focus on the interconnect tree structure,
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Fig. 15. Pin reordering for interleaving configuration.

Fig. 16. Adaptive diagnosis tree.

for which the coloring problem can be solved in polynomial

time [30].)

One possible way to reduce the number of “mutually ex-

clusive” rings (i.e., rings that cannot be tested concurrently)

is to reorder the pin positions. Consider the core illustrated in

Fig. 15(a). The five nets connecting to the five input wrapper

cells belong to different rings, and none of the rings can be

tested at the same time due to the shared scan path constraint.

However, if we reorder the pin positions such that input cells

and output cells appear alternately, at most five rings can be

formed simultaneously, with each ring passing two adjacent

pins, as shown in Fig. 15(b).

B. Adaptive Diagnosis

The number of test patterns can be greatly reduced whenever

adaptive diagnosis is possible. In the adaptive diagnosis, a test

pattern is selected according to the result of previous tests.

An adaptive diagnosis tree, typically a binary tree, can be

constructed according to the test patterns. For example, the

adaptive diagnosis tree for the diagnosis example given in

Figs. 8 and 9 is illustrated in Fig. 16.

For an n-net system, initially there are n + 1 possible diag-

nosis results, namely fault-free (∅) and a single fault on net

ei(fei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Each node in the tree represents a test

pattern (ring), and the test outcome can be either pass (P) or

fail (F). According to the test outcome of applying a ring, the

indistinguishable set of edges can be divided into two groups. If

the tree is balanced, the minimum number of diagnosis patterns

required is ⌈log2(n + 1)⌉.

In order to construct a balanced adaptive diagnosis tree, in

each internal tree node, we need to select the test pattern (i.e.,

test ring) that evenly partitions the possible outcomes into two

groups: fail (F) and pass (P). For example, in Fig. 16, we choose

the test pattern r3 as the first test, since it evenly partitions

the six possible outcomes into fail (fe1, fe4, and fe6) and

pass (∅, fe2, fe3, and fe5). It can be seen that, in Fig. 16,

each test partitions possible outcomes into two groups whose

cardinalities differ by at most one in each level.

The upper bound on the number of adaptive diagnosis test

sessions needed in our method can be computed as follows. Let

the number of test rings (without diagnosis) be |Rt| and the

length of the longest test ring be Lh. In the worst case, we need

to apply |Rt| rings to find out that there is a faulty net, and the

last ring contains Lh net segments which are all passed by the

ring only. It takes up to Lh − 1 rings to distinguish these Lh

possible faults, and thus, the maximum number of diagnosis

rings is |Rt| + Lh − 1.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We tested the diagnosis algorithm based on six commonly

used MCNC benchmark circuits. The results are listed in

Table I, where the first column gives the circuit names and

the next four columns give the circuit statistics (“Statistics”),

including the number of cores (#core), the number of pads

(#pads), the number of hypernets (#hyp), and the number of

net segments (#net_seg). The 5th column, #net_seg, lists the

number of net segments, modeled as shown in Fig. 4(b), to be

diagnosed in each benchmark. The next three columns (“Pre-

determined”) give the experimental results for predetermined

diagnosis, including the number of rings required to detect all

two-pin nets (|Rt|) and to diagnose all single faults (|Rd|). In

each benchmark, all net segments are single-fault diagnosable.

The last column, |Rd|/|Rt|, gives the ratio of rings from 1.25X

to 2.81X for the maximum diagnosis versus the rings for fault

detection. This ratio means that we need extra test time of

1.25X to 2.81X to diagnose the single fault in each net segment

under the predetermined diagnosis method compared to the

IORT scheme.

In each case, we also give the estimated testing time (given

in parenthesis), obtained by assuming only a 4-MHz measuring

period, as discussed in Section II-A, to estimate the longest test

application time for each ring. The time needed to set up the

rings should be roughly proportional to the testing time.

Since in these benchmark circuits the net directions are not

given, we make the following assumptions.

1) All cores are listed in a given order. For a hypernet, the pin

corresponding to the first core in the core list is assumed

the source, while the others are sinks.

2) Since the order on internal scan paths is not known, we

conservatively assume that all output pins are placed in

consecutive positions, and, thus, each ring may pass any

core only once.

3) All I/O pads are connected through the boundary-scan

path, while the positions of the pads are unknown,

and, thus, the boundary-scan path appears only once in

each ring.
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR INTERCONNECT DIAGNOSIS BOTH FOR PREDETERMINED AND ADAPTIVE METHODS

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL BOUNDS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Assumption 2) makes concurrent test impossible. Thus, no

concurrent tests are assumed in Table I. Assumption 3) makes

the boundary-scan path appear only once in each ring. The

previous three assumptions give the worst case scenario. The

results are an upper bound on both test and diagnosis rings, and

the actual number of rings should be smaller.

The next four columns (“Analysis”) give the diagnosis-

related information after applying Rt rings. The column

#OneRing gives the number of nets passed by only one ring. It

can be seen that most nets are passed by one ring only when

compared with the number of net segments (#net_segment).

Since the purpose of Rt is to detect faults with the minimum

number of rings, it is not surprising that most nets are passed by

one ring only. Most nets that are not diagnosable at this stage

fall into this category. Columns “#NoDiag” and “#EquClass”

give the number of nets that are not diagnosable and the number

of equivalence classes after applying Rt, respectively, and they

are the targets for further diagnosis. Two faults are in the same

equivalence class if their syndromes for the tests are identical.

The last column in this group (“|Rd| − |Rt|”) gives the number

of extra diagnosis rings required in each case to make all nets

single-fault diagnosable. Note that, in an equivalence class of

size s, we need no more than s− 1 extra rings to distinguish

these s nets. Assume that there are m equivalence classes

whose sizes are s1, s2, . . . , sm, respectively. The upper bound

on the number of additional diagnosis rings “|Rd| − |Rt|” can

be expressed as follows:

m∑

i=1

(Si − 1) =
m∑

i=1

Si −m = #NoDiag − #EquClass. (3)

A comparison between theoretical bounds and experimental

results is shown in Table II, in which the upper bound on the

required number of extra rings (|Rd| − |Rt|) is “(#NoDiag)-

(#EquClass),” and it can be seen that these two numbers

“(#NoDiag)-(#EquClass)” and “|Rd| − |Rt|” are close in all

cases. Specifically, the empirical results “|Rd| − |Rt|” differs

from the theoretical results “(#NoDiag)-(#EquClass)” given in

(3) by small differences of only up to 6.64%.

The last three columns in Table I (“Adaptive”) compare the

number of rings required in both predetermined and adaptive

diagnoses. The number of rings in a predetermined diagnosis is

|Rd|. After applying Rt rings, the size of the largest equivalence

class for each benchmark is given in the column “max. EC.” In

the worst case, the adaptive diagnosis needs to apply |Rt| rings

and then (max. EC)-1 rings for diagnosis. The number of the

worst case adaptive diagnosis rings is given in column “|Ra|.”
The last column (|Rd|/|Ra|) shows the ratio of rings for the

predetermined versus the adaptive diagnosis schemes. For the

results shown in the column, the adaptive algorithm obtains

1.23X to 2.67X improvements over the predetermined diag-

nosis scheme. Also, from the normalized |Ra| and |Rt|, the

test time of adaptive diagnosis is approximately equal to that

for detection alone, which further reveals the effectiveness of

adaptive diagnosis.

In summary, the OR scheme can detect and diagnose delay

faults and crosstalk glitches very efficiently and effectively.

In conventional schemes, the detection of crosstalk-induced

glitches usually involves precise measurement of signals on the

victim nets, for which complex clock control is needed for the

delay fault detection due to the two-pattern tests. Therefore,

more areas have to be devoted to the detection of errors due to

these problems. In contrast, our scheme only slightly modifies

IEEE 1500 wrapper cells, and the area overhead is small, as

shown in Section II-A. Further, by applying the adaptive diag-

nosis technique, the time needed for diagnosis is approximately

equal to that of detection alone. In other words, diagnosis can

be accomplished with very small extra cost.

The experimental results for the concurrent test are given

in Table III. The third column (|Rc|) lists the number of test

sessions after applying the concurrence test. When a set of

rings are applied concurrently, we refer to these rings as a test
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TABLE III
CONCURRENT TEST SESSION

session. The fourth column (|Rd| − |Rc|) gives the percentage

of improvements in the number of test sessions based on the

worst case scenario of the interconnect structure. We note that

the improvement can be even better for general interconnect

structures. The reduction in test time due to the concurrent

test ranges from 0.27% to 9.66% with no hardware overhead.

Notice that the numbers give the lower bounds of empirical im-

provements by using the concurrence optimization technique.

The lack of concurrence is mainly a structure issue; however,

it can also be attributed to several reasons. First, in the ring

generation algorithm, we try to generate long rings so that

the number of rings can be reduced. The longer rings tend

to conflict with each other, and thus, they cannot be applied

concurrently. Second, since we do not know the pin order in any

core, we conservatively assume that each core can be passed

by only one ring in a test session in order to avoid scan chain

conflict. This may lead to an over pessimistic estimation on the

scan path constraints and the number of test sessions. Third,

the ring generation algorithm might not be perfect. The nets

are searched according to their ordering in the data structure,

and thus, some net segments are used more often than others,

reducing the possibility of the concurrent test. Our future work

should handle this problem.

The hardware overhead of the oscillation test scheme can

be estimated as follows. Let the circuit size of a two-input

NAND be an equivalent gate. In order to implement the proposed

method, each wrapper cell must be enhanced to provide extra

paths, as shown in Fig. 2. Besides, each core must be provided

with an embedded counter. For an enhanced input wrapper cell,

the area penalty is roughly 3.5 equivalent gates, which include

two 2-to-1 multiplexers, one inverter, and a pulse detector [not

shown in Fig. 2(a)]. For an enhanced output wrapper cell, the

size of extra hardware is four equivalent gates, which include

two 2-to-1 multiplexers, one buffer, and an inverting tri-state

buffer.

A simple counter is constructed by cascading a number of

T flip-flops (TFFs). There are many possible ways to design a

TFF. For example, the design shown in [31] uses 5.5 equivalent

gates to construct a resetable TFF. The length of the embedded

counters is decided by the largest counter content nmax since

the counters must be large enough to accommodate nmax. Thus,

the size of the counter should be at least ⌈log2 nmax⌉. Since

nmax = fmax × T0, by rewriting (2), we have

nmax = fmax × T0 ≥
fmax

fmin
×

1

ζ
. (4)

From (4), we know that the length of the counters should be

at least ⌈log2[(fmax/fmin) × (1/ζ)]⌉.

TABLE IV
HARDWARE OVERHEAD

In our experiment, we assume fmax = 400 MHz, fmin =
4 MHz, and ζ = 0.001. Thus, the counter length should be 17,

and the size of a counter is 93.5 equivalent gates. The area

penalty is summarized in Table IV.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented an IORD scheme for inter-

connect faults in SOC. In addition to the 100% fault detection

coverage for each net achieved by the IORT scheme, we have

shown that fault location or fault diagnosis can also be done

by including some extra test rings to achieve the maximum

diagnosis for each net segment. We have also presented two

heuristics, diagnosability check and diagnosis ring generation,

with theoretical study and integrated them into the IORD

algorithm. We have further proposed the predetermined and

adaptive diagnosis schemes and analyzed their costs. Finally,

two optimization techniques for improving interconnect diag-

nosability are proposed and showed to be effective. Experimen-

tal results have justified the efficiency and effectiveness of the

proposed methods.
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